Ignition Switch Cover Concerns

Purpose

Harley-Davidson has learned that there may be an issue with the ignition switch cover not staying in the closed position on certain vehicles featuring a fuel tank console mounted ignition switch. A revised switch is now available by ordering part number 71313-96A.

NOTE

The customer's original ignition switch will be replaced by a “keyed-alike” switch to match the fork lock by ordering service part number 71313-96A through SPOC and providing customer's original key number.

Motorcycles Affected

2003 Road King (all models), Softail (all models), FXDWG, and FXDP models.

Required Dealer Action

If a customer identifies this issue with their vehicle, replace the switch with the revised switch assembly.

CAUTION

Use caution not to pinch wiring harness during the assembly procedure while replacing switch.

NOTE

For complete ignition switch removal and installation process, please see appropriate service manual.

1. Remove and replace ignition switch. See service manual.

Credit Procedure

Submit warranty claim following normal warranty procedures.

IMPORTANT NOTE

In the interest of preserving customer safety and satisfaction, always check for outstanding recalls whenever any motorcycle is brought into your dealership for either maintenance or service.